Multicenter evaluation of the interference of hemoglobin, bilirubin and lipids on Synchron LX-20 assays.
The influence of interference by hemolysis, icterus and lipemia on the results of routine chemistries may lead to wrong interpretations. The H-, I- and L-indices that can be measured by the Beckman LX-20 instrument (Beckman Coulter) in serum or plasma samples are a reliable semi-quantitative measure of the size of these interferences. A survey carried out in 16 Dutch clinical laboratories on the use of these indices demonstrated that in several of these laboratories, the influence of interferences is largely underestimated. Therefore, a multicenter study was carried out in which we examined the interference of hemolysis, icterus and lipemia on 32 analytes. On the basis of biological variation, we decided on cutoff indices above which analytically significant interference exists. We found analytically significant interference by hemolysis, icterus or lipemia, in 12, 7 and 15 of the 32 analytes studied, respectively. Flagging of results on the basis of analytically significant interference, however, results in too many clinically insignificant comments. On the basis of clinical significance, we conclude that significant interference by hemolysis, icterus or lipemia is present in only 5, 6 and 12 of the analytes studied, respectively. Use of the cutoff indices presented here facilitates optimal use of the LX-20 indices to prevent reporting of wrong results due to interference.